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Rock Around the Alphabet 

A B C D E F G
H I J K L M N O P
Q R S     T U V
W  X  Y and Z

We’re gonna rock around the alphabet today.
We’re gonna rock around the alphabet today.
Learn our letters in a special way.

A, B, C, oh baby.
D, E, F,  oh baby.
G, H, I,  oh baby.
J, K, L,  oh baby.
M, N, O,  oh baby.
P, Q, R,  oh baby.
S, T, U, oh baby.
V, W,  oh baby.
X, Y, Z the alphabet is through!  (repeat)

CD Tracks:
#1 Rock the Alphabet (zed)
#2 Rock the Alphabet (zee)
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 Alligator Al lived in a swamp in Florida.  Alligator Al was a very big alligator, and 
he was always hungry.  All of the animals in the swamp were afraid of him.  When 
Alligator Al was awake, none of the animals could walk through the swamp or swim 
in the river. The animals kept asking, “What should we do?”

 The animals discovered that Alligator Al took a nap every afternoon.  They asked 
the ants in the anthill nearby to keep watch, and sound an alarm when he woke up.  
The plan worked!  Finally, the animals had a time when they could swim and walk 
through the swamp.  

 The ants kept watch on Alligator Al, and when he stopped snoring and awoke, 
they sounded the alarm!

Long Letter A Phonics Song
CD #3
When Letter A is long, 
it says its name, “ A, A.”
When Letter A is long, 
it says its name, “ A, A.”
When Letter A is long, 
it says its name out loud and strong.
When Letter A is long, 
it says its name, “ A, A.”

Short Letter A Phonics Song
CD #4
Short Letter A says, “a a a, a a a, a a a.”
Short Letter A says, “a a a,” like 
Alligator Al.

Alligator Alarm
CD #5
Alligator alarm!  Ah!  
Alligator alarm! Ah!
Alligator Al’s awake 
and looking for my arm!  Ah!

Alligator alarm! Ah!  
Alligator alarm! Ah! 
Alligator Al’s awake 
and looking for my leg!  Ah! 

Alligator alarm! Ah!  
Alligator alarm! Ah!
Alligator Al’s awake 
and looking for my head!  Gulp! 

A_A__a_a___ 

Alligator Alarm
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B_B__b_b___ 

 Be-bop Bear just loved to dance and bop to his favorite music.  He danced and 
bopped all spring and summer everywhere he went.  When fall came, all the other 
bears started looking for a cozy place to take a long, long nap.  Be-bop Bear didn’t 
want to go to sleep.  He wanted to keep dancing and bopping.  

 Mother Bear tried to get Be-bop to lay down and take a nap, but Be-bop Bear 
kept bopping.  Papa Bear laid down in his big bed and started to snore.  Mama Bear 
didn’t know what to do!  Mama Bear thought and thought.  Maybe if Be-bop Bear 
listened to lullabies he would get sleepy, so when Be-bop Bear looked away, she 
switched the playlist on his ipod.  Be-bop Bear heard the lullabies, and he started to 
yawn.  He tried to bop, but his hands and his eyes got heavier and heavier.  Mother 
Bear laid down, and Be-bop Bear laid down beside her --- “just for a minute,” he 
thought.  He listened to the lullaby and drifted off to sleep.  Soon he was dancing 
in his dreams.

Letter B Phonics Song
CD #6
Letter B says, “b.”
Letter B says, “b.”
“B,” like Be-bop Bear,
Letter B says, “b.”

Be-bop the Bear
CD #7
Be-bop, the Bear! 
(Be-bop, the Bear!)
Boppin’ everywhere. 
(Boppin’ everywhere.)
Be-bop, the Bear! 
(Be-bop, the Bear!)
Boppin’ in the air. 
(Boppin’ in the air.)

Bop it up high, and bop it down low.
Bop it all around everywhere you go!
Bop it to the left, 
and bop it to the right.
Be-bop Bear is out of sight!

Be-Bop the Bear
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Alphabet Action
Alphabet action - everyone can play.
Listen carefully and do what I say!
A   make Arms like Alligator Al! 
B   let’s Bounce like Be-bop Bear!
C   let’s Creep like Cool Cat!
D   let’s Dance like Dancing Dog!
E   let’s Eat like Ellie Elephant! 
F   let’s Fly like Flying Fish!
G  let’s Grunt like a Grumpy Gorilla!
H  let’s Hula like Hawaiian Hippo!
I   let’s Inch like Inchworm!
J   let’s Jump like a Jackrabbit!
K   let’s Kick like Kung Fu Koala!
L   let’s Leap like Leo the Lion!
M  let’s Mamba like Morgan the Monkey!
N   let’s Nibble like a Nannygoat!
O   let’s Octopus off a rock!
P   Play Ping-Pong with Perky Penguin! 
Q  Quick! let’s Quest for the Queen!
R  let’s Rock and Roll just like Rockin’ Robin!
S   let’s Slither like Sneaky Snake!
T   let’s Tango like a Tap Dancing Turkey!
U  reach Up like Uncle Underwear!
V  Very good - we’ll Vie for Victory!
W  Waddle with a Walrus! 
X   in a box with an ox and a fox!
Y   let’s Yodel  - Yes You can!
Z   have a snooze lazy Zebra!

CD #63 
Alphabet Action
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To the Parents:
 Over the past few years, a large quantity of research has proven what teachers have 
known all along:  how incredibly important it is for children to have a good understanding of 
the names and sounds of letters.  This collection of phonics and action songs was written by 
music teacher, Denise Gagné with the assistance of two experienced kindergarten teachers, 
Carmen Bryant and Roberta Rovtar. The purpose of the collection is to use music as a 
powerful and yet enjoyable tool to help all students gain knowledge about alphabet letters 
including their names, their sounds, and how to print them. The strength of this particular 
program is in the songs themselves - they are easy to learn, and fun to sing and perform 
with actions or movement.

 Advertisers long ago discovered just how powerful it is to put words to a catchy jingle.  
When primary grade children come to school singing a wide range of advertising jingles, 
educators themselves can learn a thing or two about using music to get information into 
long-term memory.  There is no doubt that music is the “hook”, and we can use that same 
“hook” to not only get the information into long-term memory in the first place, but also 
to improve recall over time.  Brain researchers have found that music, rhyme, and rhythm 
are all effective methodologies in increasing memory.  Just think of all the songs whose 
lyrics you never intended to learn, but that you learned many years ago and still know!

 Stories are another way in which children are emotionally involved, so in addition to 
music, this program presents a story about each letter character, written by Denise Gagné.  
By using the story to introduce each letter, emotional memory is used to further assist in 
recall.  Read the story to the children.  After reading the story, ask your child questions 
about the story.  This is a beginning step in the development of reading comprehension and 
listening skills. 

 The line at the bottom of each letter page is for printing practice with 5-6 year olds.  
For children younger than 5, it is better to have them practice drawing the letter “in the 
air”, in a sandbox, or with fingerpaints, rather than guided printing between lines.  The 
illustrations in the collection are included for the children to color.

Alphabet Action Song Books and Supporting Components:
Alphabet Action Songs Book/CD (for teachers) includes accompaniment tracks for the 
action songs and suggested movements or choreography for each of the action songs.  
Alphabet Activities Book is published for teachers to use as their printing program.  
Alphabet Action Songs PowerPoints are available to use on Smartboards.  
Alphabet Action Songs Chant Book charts all the songs in the program for teachers 
without a Smartboard or computer/projector.  
Alphabet Action Songs DVD is a project in the making.  We hope to have a DVD of chil-
dren performing the Alphabet Action Songs and are offering schools the opportunity to 
be a part of the DVD.   Visit www.musicplay.ca for additional information on the Alphabet 
Action Songs program or DVD. 
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